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Abstract.

Iterative methods for the solution of linear systems on parallel computer architectures
are presented. Two fundamentally dierent iteration schemes evolve from the theory of
subspace correction: the generalized parallel subspace correction (*PSC) and the generalized successive subspace correction (*SSC). The natural parallelism of the *PSC is
used to construct several overlapping block stationary iterative methods. Convergence
is proved for a class of these algorithms. Numerical experiments on a 96 node Intel
Paragon XP/S5+ show that these methods have potential as scalable preconditioners
on distributed memory systems.
AMS subject classication: 65F10, 65Y05
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1 Introduction.

One of the most fundamental problems in scientic computing is to solve
systems of linear equations. Often these systems arise from the discretization of
dierential equations by nite dierence, nite volume or nite element methods.
Such systems usually have a very sparse structure. Iterative methods exploiting
this sparse structure have proven to be very eective on conventional computers
for a wide area of applications. Due to the rapid development and increasing
popularity of parallel computers it has become important to design iterative
methods specialized for these new architectures.
A general framework for iterative methods for linear equations is subspace correction rst introduced by Xu 38]. Subspace correction methods are induced by
a decomposition of the underlying vector space in subspaces. An iterative process is dened by beginning with an approximation to the solution of the linear
system and then computing corrections to this approximation on each subspace.
Parts of this article are based upon the rst author's master thesis 18] conducted
at Institut fur Wissenschaftliches Rechnen, Eidgenossische Technische Hochschule, Zurich,
Switzerland.
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The subspace corrections are then combined and used to improve the original
approximation. Xu established two dierent categories of algorithms, the parallel subspace correction (PSC) and the successive subspace correction (SSC). His
main goal was to set the framework for a general convergence theory of a class
of iterative methods for symmetric positive denite (SPD) linear equations. Unfortunately, in the more general case, where the system matrix A is indenite,
nonsymmetric or both, many of Xu's ideas can not be used.
In this work we present and analyze two dierent types of methods, the generalized parallel subspace correction (*PSC) and the generalized successive subspace correction (*SSC), for the solution of nonsingular linear equations. Both
methods are extensions of the respective algorithms, introduced by Xu 38] for
symmetric positive denite problems. These algorithms dier in, that *PSC exhibits a natural parallelism, whereas *SSC has a truly sequential structure. In
addition to Xu, we introduce weighting to the subspace corrections in the *PSC
methods. In fact, this weighting process can improve the convergence rate of
the methods signicantly. Further, some connections to already known iterative
algorithms are discussed. Under specic but still rather general conditions, we
prove the convergence of *SSC and *PSC. Some aspects of the implementation
of these algorithms on distributed memory machines and their complexity are
discussed. Numerical experiments conducted on the Intel Paragon XP/S5+ with
96 compute nodes at ETH Zurich show that the *PSC methods are well suited
for distributed memory systems.
The outline of the article is as follows. In Section 2 we present a general
setting for the subspace correction methods and study two realizations, the row
and column oriented *PSC and *SSC methods. We prove the convergence for
these two methods in Section 3. Further, in Section 4 we discuss the parallel
implementation and provide simple complexity estimates. Section 5 is devoted
to some numerical experiments on the Intel Paragon XP/S5+ reecting the
properties of the *PSC methods. Finally, related work is discussed in Section 6.

2 Subspace Correction Methods.
In the rst part of this section we will set a general framework and introduce
extensions of the PSC and SSC algorithms introduced by Xu 38], the *PSC and
the *SSC algorithms. Thereby, we will see that the *PSC methods have a structure similar to the Jacobi iteration and therefore explore natural parallelism.
The *SSC methods, however, will be seen to be truly sequential and their connection to Gauss-Seidel will be apparent. As opposed to Xu we only assume the
invertability of the linear system and do not rely on the fact that for the SPD
case the system matrix induces an inner product. We remark that many other
iterative methods not discussed here in detail like classical splittings, multigrid
and domain decomposition methods can be incorporated into the framework.
For multigrid in the SPD case, see Xu 38]. In the second part of this section
we consider some realizations. A connection to the multisplitting algorithm is
established in Section 2.3.
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2.1 General Framework.

For a nite-dimensional vector space V we consider the linear equation
(2.1)
Ax = b  A 2 L(V ) 
with invertible A. A general approach of dening iterative methods is the following. Let xk be an intermediate approximate solution of (2.1) and dene the
corresponding residual as rk := b ; Axk . With ek := x ; xk , denoting the error,
and with use of equation (2.1) we get the correction equation
(2.2)
Aek = rk :
Thus, we have x = xk + ek by solving (2.2) for the error. However, since (2.2) is
as dicult to solve as (2.1), we instead compute an approximation e^k := Rrk ,
with R  A;1 in some sense. Summarizing, we have the following single step
iterative method for solving (2.1).
Algorithm 2.1. Basic iterative method
choose initial guess x0 , k = 0

repeat

rk = b ; Axk
e^k = Rrk
xk+1 = xk + e^k
k = k+1

until convergence

Clearly, this algorithm can be written as
(2.3)
xk+1 = Qxk + d
and with the residual iteration
(2.4)
rk+1 = Srk 
where Q = I ; RA, d = Rb and S = I ; AR. If Q and R do neither depend
on the iteration index k, nor on the iterates xk , Algorithm 2.1 is called a linear
stationary method of rst degree.
Example 2.1. Let A = D ; L ; U where D denotes the diagonal of A, L the
strictly lower and U the strictly upper triangular matrices of A. Then R = D;1 ,
R = (D ; L);1 and R = I in Algorithm 2.1 correspond to the Jacobi, the
Gauss-Seidel and the Richardson methods respectively.
Obviously, the properties of the basic iterative method rely on the selection of
R. We will focus our attention on choices especially suited for parallel computer
architectures. Recall that for any linear map X the Moore-Penrose generalized
inverse 8] is the unique linear map X y such that the following four identities
(2.5) XX y X = X  X y XX y = X y  (XX y )T = XX y  (X y X)T = X y X
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are satised. In the following we will write X ij for a generalized inverse satisfying the i-th and j-th conditions in (2.5). In particular note that when X
has maximal rank then X 14 = X T (XX T );1 and X 13 = (X T X);1 X T are the
minimal norm and the least squares inverses respectively.
Now, let (Gi )i2I , Gi 2 L(V ), I  IN, be a nite family of linear maps. By
applying these maps to (2.1) we get
(2.6)
Gi Ax = Gib  i 2 I 
which can be viewed as (2.1) restricted to the subspace R(Gi ), the range of Gi .
For an approximate solution, xk , of the linear equation (2.1), we denote by eki
the error of the i-th equation of (2.6). Then we can write the corresponding
correction equation
(2.7)
GiAeki = Girk 
and
eki = (Gi A)y Girk 
where rk := b ; Axk . For each i, xk + eki gives a new approximate solution of
(2.1). By weighting these approximations we can combine them to get the next
iterate xk+1.
Definition 2.1. A family (Ei)i2I , I  IN, of maps Ei 2 L(V ), is a consistent
weighting if
(i) Ei  0, for all i,
(ii) Ei is self-adjoint, for all i and
P
(iii) i2I Ei = I, where I is the identity map.
We will call (iii) the consistency condition. With the weighting maps we have
xk+1 = xk +

(2.8)

X
i2I

Ei eki 

for the next iterate. Now we can formulate the generalized parallel subspace correction (*PSC) algorithm.
Algorithm 2.2. *PSC

choose linear maps (Gi )i2I and consistent weighting (Ei )i2I
choose initial guess x0 , k = 0

repeat
for all i do in parallel
end

eki = (GiA)y Girk
= (GiA)y (Gib ; GiAxk )
P

xk+1 = xk + i2I Ei eki
k = k+1

until convergence

SUBSPACE CORRECTION METHODS
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One way of improving the convergence behavior of the *PSC algorithm is to
calculate each correction at a time and thereby using the most recent approximation of the solution in a Gauss-Seidel type fashion. Then of course, the natural
parallelism in the *PSC algorithm is lost. Assuming I = f1 : : : mg, we state
the generalized successive subspace correction (*SSC) algorithm.
Algorithm 2.3. *SSC

choose linear maps (Gi )i2I
choose initial guess x0 , k = 0

repeat
y1 = xk
for i = 1 : : : m do
end

ei = (GiA)y Gi(b ; Ayi )
yi+1 = yi + ei

xk+1 = ym+1
k = k+1

until convergence
The *PSC and *SSC algorithms generalize the PSC and SSC algorithms, introduced by Xu 38], to general invertible linear maps and by considering the
family (Gi )i2I instead of just orthogonal projections. Further, *PSC also incorporates consistent weighting. Obviously, the algorithmic structures of the *PSC
and *SSC algorithms are similar to the Jacobi and the Gauss-Seidel iterations
respectively.
Example 2.2. For A = (aij ) the Jacobi iteration can be written as
xk+1 = xk + D;1 rk 
or in components

xki +1 = xki + a;ii 1rik  i = 1 : : : n:
We see that each component of xk+1 can be computed independently. Thus
Jacobi has a natural parallel structure.
Example 2.3. The Gauss-Seidel iteration has the form
xk+1 = D;1 (Lxk+1 + Uxk + b) 
or in components



X
X
xki +1 = a1 bi ; aij xkj +1 ; aij xkj
ii
j<i
j>i


X
X
1
(2.9)
= xki + a bi ; aij xkj +1 ; aij xkj  i = 1 : : : n:
ii
j<i
j i
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Denote by ei the i-th canonical basis vector in IRn . From (2.9) we observe that
the mapping xk 7! xk+1 can be described as
y 1 = xk 


X
(2.10)
yi+1 = yi + a1 bi ; aij yji ei  i = 1 : : : n
and

ii

j

xk+1 = yn+1 :

Hence, the Gauss-Seidel iteration has a truly sequential updating pattern for its
components. It is therefore less suitable for parallel implementation.
The following propositions show that both *PSC and *SSC are linear stationary methods of rst degree.

Proposition 2.1. The *PSC algorithm
can be written in the forms of the
P
iterations (2.3) and (2.4) with R = i2I Ei (GiA)y Gi.
Proof. Since
X
xk+1 = xk + Eieki
i2I
k X

= x +

=
=

Ei(Gi A)y Girk

i2I
X
k
x + Ei(Gi A)y Gi(b ; Axk )
i2I
 X

X
I ; Ei (GiA)y GiA xk + Ei(Gi A)y Gib 
i2I
i2I

the proposition easily follows.

Proposition 2.2. The *SSC algorithm can be written in the forms of the
iterations (2.3) and (2.4) with

R = Rm +

mX
;1
j =1

Qm

Qj +1 Rj 

Q = Qm Q1 and S = Sm S1 
y
where Ri := (Gi A) Gi , Qi = I ; Ri A and Si = I ; ARi .
Proof. We prove the proposition by induction over m. The case m = 1 is
trivial. Now assume the proposition is true for m = p. Then for m = p + 1 we
have
xk+1 = yp+1 = yp + (Gp A)y Gp (b ; Ayp )
= Qp yp + Rp b
= Qp Qp;1



Q1 y1 + Rp b + Qp Rp;1 +

pX
;2
j =1

Qp;1



Qj +1 Rj b
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Q1xk +

= Qp



Rp +

pX
;1
j =1

and we also easily conclude that rk+1 = Sp
For the second part consider
mX
;1

RA = Rm A +

Qm
j =1
mX
;1

= I ; Qm +
= I;
=

m
X

j =1
I ; Qm

j =1

Qm



Qp

Qj +1 Rj b

S1 rk , which proves the rst part.
Qj +1 Rj A

Qm

Qj +

Qj +1(I ; Qj )
mX
;1

Q1

j =1

Qm

Qj +1

and in the same way AR = I ; S.
2.2 Realizations.

We will now study in detail some realizations of the *PSC and *SSC methods. Since our concerns are with solving linear equations on parallel computer
architectures, we will focus on *PSC-type algorithms that exhibit a natural parallelism. For completeness, however, we will also present the *SSC versions.
We remark that for linear systems with certain structure, typically banded or
block tridiagonal matrices, parallelism can be exploited also for the *SSC methods. The dierence of the various versions will be in the selection of the family
(Gi)i2I . By choosing it appropriately, we get row and column oriented block
methods.
2.2.1 Row and Column Block Methods.

Let V = IRn with the canonical basis fe1  : : : en g and consider the linear
equation (2.1) with invertible A 2 L(IRn ). Further, we denote by J = f1 : : : ng
the set of indices, and consider the family of not necessarily disjoint subsets
(J i )i2I such that
 i
J =J:

For each subset,

i2I
i
i
i
J = fj1  : : : jli g, the matrix

Vi = (ej1i  : : : ejlii ) 2 IRnli
induces the subspace Vi = R(Vi ) and the orthogonal projection
PVi : V ;! Vi
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given by PVi = Vi Vi13 = Vi ViT , such that
(2.11)

V

=

X
i2I

Vi

:

To formalize we consider the following denitions.
Definition 2.2. Decomposition, Induced Projections
(i) A nite family of subsets (Vi )i2I  I  IN, is a decomposition
of the vector
P
space V if for all vP2 V there exists vi 2 Vi with v = i2I vi . Normally,
we will write V = i2I Vi  Vi  V :
(ii) A decomposition, (Vi )i2I , induces a family (PVi )i2I of orthogonal projections such that for all i, PVi : V ;! Vi with PV2i = PVi and PVTi = PVi :
Definition 2.3. Overlapping, Block and Regular Decomposition, Overlap
(i) A decomposition is overlapping if J i \ J j 6= for some i 6= j.
(ii) A decomposition is a block decomposition if for all subsets J i and j l 2 J i
with j < l and for all k such that j < k < l, it follows k 2 J i .
(iii) An overlapping block decomposition is called regular if only subsequent
subsets in the family (J i)i2I intersect, i.e. if J i \ J j = for ji ; j j > 1.
(iv) A regular block decomposition has overlap  if  = jJ i \J j j for ji ; j j = 1.
In the following we will assume all decompositions to be regular block decompositions and for simplicity consider I = f1 : : : mg. First, we choose the family
(Gi)i2I equal to (PVi )i2I , PVi = Vi ViT . Thus, the correction equations (2.7)
become
(2.12)
PVi Aeki = PVi rk 
which for all i, are underdetermined systems. Writing Ai := ViT A 2 IRli n and
rik := ViT rk 2 IRli , these systems have the minimal norm solutions
eki =
=
=
=
=

(PVi A)14 PVi rk
AT PVi (PVi AAT PVi );1PVi rk
AT Vi (ViT AAT Vi );1 ViT rk
ATi (Ai ATi );1 rik
ATi (Ai ATi );1 (bi ; Ai xk ) :

Since the Ai 's are row blocks of A the resulting *PSC and *SSC algorithms are
called row oriented *PSC and *SSC, RPSC and RSSC respectively.
Analogously, by choosing the family (Gi )i2I equal to (PVi AT )i2I , column
oriented versions result. Here, the correction equations (2.7) take the form
PVi AT Aeki = PVi AT rk 

SUBSPACE CORRECTION METHODS
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which have the the least squares solutions
PVi (APVi )13 rk
PVi (PVi AT APVi );1 PVi AT rk
Vi (ViT AT AVi );1ViT AT rk
Vi (Ai T Ai );1Ai T rk
Vi (Ai T Ai );1Ai T (b ; Axk ) 

eki =
=
=
=
=

where Ai := AVi is a column block of matrix A. We will call these versions
the column oriented *PSC and *SSC, CPSC and CSSC. For a summary, the
algorithms are given in combined form in Algorithms 2.4 and 2.5.
In practice, it is important to choose the decomposition such that the work is
equally distributed on the processors of the parallel computer, thus giving a well
balanced work load. Often a uniform block decomposition with equally large
subsets and with the same overlap give good results. If the system matrix has a
special structure as is often the case when it represents the discrete counterpart of
a dierential equation this information can be used to reduce work and obtain
better parallel performance. It is important, however, to keep in mind that
dierent decompositions may show dierent convergence rates. One convenient
choice of the consistent weighting is to only use diagonal matrices. Then, the
j-th component of the eki 's has only to be calculated if the j-th diagonal element
of Ei is nonzero. This makes the weighting process computationally attractive.
2.2.2 A Connection between RPSC and CPSC.

We want to establish a connection between the RPSC and CPSC methods.
Denote by QR (A) and QC (A) the iteration matrices of the RPSC and CPSC
methods applied to the linear system (2.1). Referring to Proposition 2.1, they
can be written as
X
QR (A) = I ; Ei (PVi A)14PVi A
i2I

and

QC (A) = I ;

X
i2I

Ei PVi (APVi )13A :

With the properties of the generalized inverse, we obtain


I;

X
i2I

T

Ei (PVi A)14PVi A

= I;

X

(PVi A)14 PVi AEi

i2I
X T
= I ; (A PVi )(AT PVi )13Ei
i2I X

T
= A I ; PVi (AT PVi )13Ei AT A;T 
i2I
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Algorithm 2.4. RPSC/CPSC

choose a regular block decomposition and consistent weighting (Ei )i2I
choose initial guess x0 , k = 0

repeat
(* RPSC *)

(* CPSC *)

for i = 1 : : : m do in parallel
end

r = b ; Axk
for i = 1 : : : m do in parallel
ei = Vi (Ai T Ai );1Ai T r

ri = bi ; Ai xk
ei = ATi (Ai ATi );1ri

end

P

xk+1 = xk + i2I Ei ei
k =k+1

until convergence
Algorithm 2.5. RSSC/CSSC

choose a regular block decomposition
choose initial guess x0 , k = 0

repeat
y1 = xk
(* RSSC *)

for i = 1 : : : m do
end

ri = bi ; Ai yi
ei = ATi (Ai ATi );1ri
yi+1 = yi + ei

xk+1 = ym+1
k=k+1

until convergence

(* CSSC *)

for i = 1 : : : m do
end

ri = b ; Ayi
ei = Vi (Ai T Ai );1 Ai T ri
yi+1 = yi + ei

SUBSPACE CORRECTION METHODS
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and therefore QR (A)T is similar to the column oriented iteration matrix with
pre-weighting on AT x = b,
T
Qpre
C (A ) = I ;

X
i2I

PVi (AT PVi )13Ei AT :

Analogously, one can show that QC (A)T is similar to the row oriented iteration
matrix with pre-weighting on AT x = b. In particular, we have (QR (A)) =
pre T
T
(Qpre
C (A )) and (QC (A)) = (QR (A )) where ( ) denotes the spectral
radius. It it therefore, in terms of convergence rates of both methods, enough
to consider one of the algorithms.
Remark 2.1. Formally, one could also consider a combination of pre- and
post-weighting by introducing

and

QR (A) = I ;

X 
Ei (PVi A)14PVi Ei1;A
i2I

QC (A) = I ;

X 
Ei PVi (APVi )13 Ei1;A
i2I

where 2 0 1]. Thus, if = 1 then we have the post-weighting case as above.
For = 0 or = 21 we have a pre-weighting or symmetric scheme. We will not
explore these properties any further in this work, but rather concentrate on the
post-weighting case throughout.
2.3 The Multisplitting Method.

The multisplitting method has found much interest after its introduction by
O'Leary and White 22]. Many theoretical properties of its behavior and convergence have been established, see for example 36], 37], 12] and 13]. We will not
go into details about these results but rather describe the algorithm and show
its connection with the *PSC methods.
Consider the linear equation (2.1) with invertible A 2 L(IRn ).
Definition 2.4. The nite family (Mi  Ni  Ei)i2I , I  IN, is a multisplitting
of A if
(i) A = Mi ; Ni , with Mi invertible, for all i 2 I and
(ii) (Ei )i2I is a consistent weighting, for Ei diagonal.
For each i we thus have an iteration scheme in the form
(2.13)

xk+1 = Mi;1Ni xk + Mi;1 b :

All these iteration schemes can be computed independently of each other and
then be combined using the weighting matrices Ei . Altogether, we have the
multisplitting method (MS).
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Algorithm 2.6. MS

choose multisplitting (Mi  Ni Ei)
choose initial guess x0 , k = 0

repeat
for all i do in parallel
end

yi = Mi;1Ni xk + Mi;1b
P

xk+1 = i2I Ei yi
k = k+1

until convergence

Clearly, the j-th component of yi does only have to be computed if the j-th
diagonal element of Ei is nonzero. As in the *PSC algorithms, the Ei 's are to be
chosen such that the work is equally distributed among the dierent processors.
Along the lines of Denition 2.3 we can introduce overlapping, block and regular
multisplittings. In the following, we will focus our attention to a special regular
block multisplitting. Let (Ki)i2I be a family of consecutive overlapping subsets
of indices. Dene the regular block Jacobi multisplitting of A = (akl ) as
(2.14)

(Mi )kl =



akl if k = l or k l 2 Ki
0 otherwise :

The k-th diagonal element of Ei is chosen to be zero if k 62 Ki and non-negative
otherwise, such that (ii) of Denition 2.4 is satised. If the overlap is chosen to
be zero the above multisplitting becomes the block-Jacobi iteration. Thus, with
the following proposition, the multisplitting algorithm is related to the *PSC
methods.
Proposition 2.3. If the the overlap is zero, i.e.  = 0, then
(i) RPSC applied to (2.1) is equivalent to block-Jacobi on the system
AAT y = b
x = AT y 
(ii) CPSC applied to (2.1) is equivalent to block-Jacobi on the system
AT Ax = AT b :
Proof. The proof follows from some algebraic manipulations. Assume I =

f1 : : : mg.

(i) The RPSC iteration without overlap
xk+1 =



I;


X T
X
Ai (Ai ATi );1 Ai xk + ATi (Ai ATi );1 bi
i2I
i2I

SUBSPACE CORRECTION METHODS
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can be written as
xk+1 = (I ; AT D;1 A)xk + AT D;1 b
with AT = AT1  : : : ATm ] and the block diagonal matrix D = (Dii ) = (Ai ATi ).
Substituting x = AT y we get
AT yk+1 = (AT ; AT D;1 AAT )yk + AT D;1 b
= AT ((I ; D;1 AAT )yk + D;1 b) :
(ii) For xT = (xT1  : : : xTm ) and Dii = Ai T Ai , we can write the CPSC method
without overlap as
xki +1 = xki + (Ai T Ai );1 Ai T (b ; Axk )
= xki + Dii;1 Ai T (b ; Axk ) 
which completes the proof.

3 Convergence and Consistency.

In this section we will prove the convergence and the complete consistency of
the row and column *SSC and *PSC methods.
3.1 *SSC.

By Proposition 2.2 the *SSC algorithms are linear stationary methods of rst
degree in the form xk+1 = Qxk + Rb  rk+1 = Srk . To prove convergence it is
therefore sucient to show kQk < 1 or kS k < 1 in some norm, see for example
35, p. 13]. Then complete consistency immediately follows from convergence,
see for example 39, p. 67]. Throughout this section we denote by QRSSC the
iteration matrix and by SCSSC the residual iteration matrix resulting from the
RSSC and the CSSC methods applied to the linear system (2.1), respectively.
Theorem 3.1. The RSSC method is convergent and completely consistent,

i.e. kQRSSC k < 1.

With Proposition 2.2, it is easily seen that for the CSSC method Si = I ;
APVi (APVi )y, such that SCSSC = Sm S1 . Since APVi (APVi )y = (PVi AT )yPVi AT ,
we have SCSSC (A) = QRSSC (AT ) and therefore the convergence of the CSSC
method follows from Theorem 3.1. In particular, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 3.2. The CSSC method is convergent and completely consistent,

i.e. kSCSSC k < 1.

We are left with

Proof of Theorem 3.1. We write Q = QRSSC . Recall that with the decomposition, (Vi )i2I , we have Q = Qm Q1 with Qi = I ; (PVi A)yPVi A. Further,
note that
(3.1)
kQk kQm k kQ1 k = 1 
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since Q is a product of projections. Suppose kQk = 1 then there exists an x
such that
(3.2)
kQxk = kxk :
We will show that x 2 N (A) = f0g, where N (A) is the null space of A. Assume
the converse, i.e. x 62 N (A). Then there is a smallest index k 2 f1 : : : mg such
that Qk x 6= x. Thus with
kQk
Q1xk = kQk xk < kxk
and equation (3.1) we see
kQxk
kQm
Qk+1k kQk Q1xk
= kQm Qk+1k kQk xk
< kxk 
which is a contradiction to (3.2). We conclude x is the zero vector and thus
kQk < 1.
3.2 *PSC.

We will prove the convergence of the RPSC algorithm by studying an equivalent RSSC algorithm on an extended linear system. Throughout this section we
will consider the decomposition (Vi )i2I with I = f1 : : : mg and the weighting
Ei := m1 I for all i.
In the RPSC method we solve the linear system
(3.3)
Ax = b 
by restricting it to the subspaces Vi , where we compute the corrections to the
subspace equations
(3.4)
Ai x = bi  i = 1 : : : m
for all i independently with Ai 2 IRli n, x 2 IRn and bi 2 IRli . If (eki )i2I
are the subspace corrections to the k-th approximation, xk , then the (k + 1)-th
approximation takes the form
m
X
xk+1 = xk + m1 eki :
i=1
In the RPSC method we do not take into account, that in general the subspace
solutions are actually coupled. That is, if z1  : : : zm are solutions of the subspace
equations (3.4), then z1  : : : zm do satisfy the linear equation (3.3) if and only
if z1 = : : : = zm . Summarizing, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 3.3. The linear equation (3.3) is equivalent to the subspace equations
(3.4) together with the constraints

(3.5)

z1
z2

;
;

z2 = 0
z3 = 0

zm;1

;

zm = 0 :

..
.

..
.
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With xk + eki being the solution to the i-th subsystem (3.4), denote by e^ki
the correction to xk + eki obtained from the minimal norm solution of the linear
system (3.5). By substituting xk + eki + e^ki into (3.5) we have
e^k1 ; e^k2 = ek2 ; ek1
e^k2 ; e^k3 = ek3 ; ek2
(3.6)
..
..
..
.
.
.
e^km;1 ; e^km = ekm ; ekm;1 
which we write as
2 k 3 2 k k 3
e^1
e2 ; e1
k 7 6 ek ; ek 7
6
e
^
2
(3.7)
C 664 .. 775 = 664 3 .. 2 775 
.
.
e^km
ekm ; ekm;1
with C 2 IR(m;1)nmn. For ek1  : : : ekm given, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 3.4. P
The minimal norm solution of (3.7), that is the solution (^eki )i2I
k
that minimizes m
i=1 ke^i k2, is given by
m 
X
e^ki = m1
ekj ; eki 
j =1

for all i 2 I .

Proof. First we notice from (3.6) that

e^ki = ekj ; eki + e^kj 
for all i 6= j. Then for some i we have

m
m 

X
X
T
T
ke^kj k2 = m e^ki e^ki +
(eki ;ekj )T (eki ;ekj )+2 e^ki (eki ;ekj ) =: F (^ek1  : : : e^km ) :
j=1
j =1
j 6=i
By taking partial derivatives and minimizing F with respect to e^ki , we get after

some easy algebraic manipulations
m 
m 

X
X
ekj ; eki = m1
ekj ; eki :
e^ki = m1
j=1
j =1
j 6=i

This concludes the proof.
We will write C T (CC T );1 ((ek2 ; ek1 )T  : : : (ekm ; ekm;1 )T )T for the minimal
norm solution of (3.7). With Lemma 3.4, we have
m
X
xk + eki + e^ki = xk + m1 ekj 
j =1
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for all i 2 I . In particular, we have shown that RPSC is equivalent to a RSSC
scheme applied to the extended system dened by the equations (3.4) and (3.5),
where the mapping xk 7! xk+1 is described by
y1 = xk
eki = ATi (Ai ATi );1 (bi ; Ai y1 ) , i = 1 : : : m
y2 = xk + ek1
(^ek1 T  : : : e^kmT )T = C T (CC T );1 ((ek2 ; ek1 )T  : : : (ekm ; ekm;1 )T )T
y3 = y2 + e^k1
xk+1 = y3 .
With Theorem 3.1 the convergence and the complete consistency of RPSC
follows.
Theorem 3.5. For the consistent weighting Ei = m1 I , i 2 f1 : : : mg, the
RPSC method is convergent and completely consistent.

The convergence and the complete consistency of CPSC follows from Theo-

rem 3.5 by noting

m
X
QRPSC = I ; m1 (PVi A)14PVi A

i=1
m
X
= I ; m1 AT PVi (AT PVi )13
i=1
m


X
= AT I ; m1 PVi (AT PVi )13AT A;T
i=1
= AT QCPSC A;T 

such that (QRPSC ) = (QCPSC ).

Theorem 3.6. For the consistent weighting Ei = m1 I , i 2 f1 : : : mg, the

CPSC method is convergent and completely consistent.

4 Implementation of Subspace Correction Methods.

In this section we will focus on the implementation of the *PSC and *SSC
methods on distributed memory architectures. Due to the computational similarity of the dierent methods, we will restrict our discussion to the RPSC
algorithm. However, the considerations discussed also apply for the other cases.
4.1 Solution of the correction equations.

The RPSC rely on accurate calculation of orthogonal projections by solving
the correction equations, see (2.7) and (2.12), on each subspace in the chosen
subspace decomposition. The major computational step in the RPSC algorithm
thus resembles the solution of systems of underdetermined equations (2.7) of the
form
(4.1)
Cy = d 
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in minimal norm sense, where C 2 IRln , l  n, is sparse with maximal rank
and d 2 IRl . This can be accomplished by both direct and iterative methods.
Iterative methods suer from the fact that the work done by solving the minimal
norm problem once can not be used in solving it again, resulting in an enormous
computational overhead. Direct methods, were a matrix decomposition is computed, can be used repeatedly for successive right hand sides. As long as enough
storage is available direct methods are advantageous for the *PSC methods and
in the following we will focus only on them.
Probably, the most straight forward approach is to explicitly form the normal
equations and solve
(4.2)
CC T z = d 
for z by standard Cholesky decomposition 15]. However, since the condition
number of CC T is the square of the condition number of C, (CC T ) = 2 (C),
and a loss of information can occur when computing CC T , this method should
only be used for well-conditioned problems. This approach was used by Bramley
and Sameh 7] as well as Benzi et al. 4] for the so-called Cimmino method, see
Section 6.
Another approach is the augmented system method where the indenite linear
system
I CT
C 0

y
z

=

0
d

is solved by means of LDLT decomposition. However, since z = ;(CC T );1 d
and y = C T (CC T );1 d, the normal equations are implicitly formed. The same
stability problems as by the normal equations can therefore be expected for
less well-conditioned problems. By using pivoting and introducing a scaling
parameter, Bjorck 5] has shown how one can get an acceptable-error stable
method. However, for sparse problems the used pivoting strategy will be a
compromise between stability and preserving sparsity whereas accuracy can be
achieved by iterative renement. Arioli et al. 19] have reported their experience
with this modied approach in connection with the Cimmino algorithm.
The problem of stability that arises above can be solved by using successive
orthogonal transformations on C directly, to obtain its LQ decomposition. These
methods obtain a factorization of the form
1
(4.3)
C = (L 0) Q
Q2 = LQ1 
where L 2 IRll is lower triangular and (QT1 QT2 ) 2 IRnn is orthogonal. This is
essentially the QR factorization of C T . The solution computed rst by doing a
forward substitution of
(4.4)
Lz = d 
for z, and then multiplying
(4.5)
y = QT1 z 
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is the minimal norm solution of (4.1) since
C 14 = C T (CC T );1 = QT1 LT (LQ1QT1 LT );1 = QT1 L;1 :
Due to their exibility, we propose the usage of Givens rotations for an ecient
computation of the decomposition (4.3) for sparse matrices. The drawbacks of
the LQ decomposition over the other direct methods are higher computational
and storage costs. Since the factorization is computed only once in the beginning and an improved stability is achieved the trade-o for a more expensive
method is justied. For eciency the multiply (4.5) is computed by using the
representation of QT1 in Givens rotations, QT1 = GTk GT1 . This also saves storage. To minimize the time for computing the decomposition (4.3) and doing the
multiply (4.5), we want to keep the number of Givens rotations as low as possible. Thereto, the computational complexity of the forward substitution (4.4)
depends on the sparsity structure of L. Dierent row and column orderings have
been proposed in the literature, see for example 14], 23] and 10], to reorder the
original matrix to a matrix that better fullls these purposes. Note that while
both row and column orderings have an impact on the overall computations,
only the row ordering inuences the nal sparsity pattern in L. This is due
to the fact that L equals, except from possible sign dierences of columns, the
Cholesky factor of CC T , and the structure of the Cholesky factor is invariant
under column permutations of C.
Our implementation of the LQ decomposition is based upon an implementation of the QR decomposition by Robey and Sulsky 28]. First, an a priori
minimum degree row ordering is computed from the structure of CC T to minimize the non-zeros in L. Then, during the actual factoring process the variable
pair strategy proposed by Robey and Sulsky 28] is used to determine the column ordering. It attempts minimizing local intermediate ll-in and thus also
the number of Givens rotations used, resulting in reduced computational time.
4.2 A Distributed Memory Implementation.

For the description of our distributed memory implementation of the RPSC
algorithm we make use of a simple message-passing notation using the following
blocking send and receive primitives:
send(<data>, <destination>)
recv(<data>)
send(buf j ) issued in the node program on processor i sends the contents of
buer buf to processor j and resumes program execution as soon as the message
has left the application space. recv(buf ) blocks the node application until a
message arrives in the memory buer. These two routines are similar to the
blocking send and receive functions provided by Intel's NX message passing
interface 27]. For simplicity we assume that p processors are available and the
system matrix, A, is split into p overlapping parts, (Ai )i=1:::p , according to a
chosen regular block decomposition. The vector x representing the approximate
solution is distributed in an overlapped fashion such that the components of
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(* Global set-up *)
choose regular block decomposition (J i )i=1:::p
choose consistent weighting (Ei )i=1:::p
choose initial guess x
(* On i-th processor *)
Ai = PVi A, bi = PVi b
m = min f j j ej 2= N (Ai )g, M = max f j j ej 2= N (Ai)g
xloc = (0 : : :  0 xm  : : :  xM  0 : : :  0)T
LQ  Ai
(* LQ decomposition *)

repeat

r = bi ; Ai xloc
e = L;1 r
e = QT e
e = Ee
for j 2 TOi do
buf = marshal(e i j )
send(buf j )

end

xloc = add(xloc  e)
RECV = fg
while RECV 6= FROMi do
recv(buf )
(e j ) = unmarshal(buf )
xloc = add(xloc e)
RECV = RECV  fj g

(* forward solve *)
(* multiply *)
(* weighting *)

(* update xloc *)

(* update xloc *)

end
until convergence

Figure 4.1: A distributed memory implementation of the RPSC algorithm.
each local part, xloc , correspond to the non-zero columns of the local part of the
system matrix. With TOi and F ROMi, we denote sets containing the numbers
of the processors where data is sent or from where data is supposed to come.
The marshaling function, buf = marshal(e i j ), extracts those components of
the correction vector, e, on processor i that are signicant to xloc on processor
j. The extracted components are put into buf together with the processor tag i.
The unmarshaling function, (e j) = unmarshal(buf ), recovers the correction
vector, e, and its origin j. In add(xloc  e) the local approximate solution is
corrected with e. The above functions are implemented for an appropriate data
structure using sparse storage techniques for eciency and to save memory.
In Figure 4.1 we present our simplied distributed memory implementation of
the RPSC algorithm. It is straightforward to generalize this implementation to
more general decompositions. The bottle neck of the routine is the transmission
of the local correction vectors and the update of the local parts of the approx-
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imate solution. During this phase we need to communicate one oating point
vector per oating point vector operation. Thus, the eciency depends strongly
on the performance of the interconnection network at hand.

l

{

} s

Figure 4.2: Two overlapping blocks of width l and regular overlap s.
4.3 Complexity.

We will now give complexity estimates for the case where the system matrix is
narrow-banded and a band LQ decomposition is used for the underdetermined
problems. Complexity estimates for more general patterns are highly dependent
on the matrix structure and lie outside the scope of this paper. Our intention
is not to give rigorous bounds, but to try to reect the general behavior of the
algorithm. We assume the system matrix, A 2 IRnn, to be narrow-banded with
bandwidth r, i.e. aij = 0 for ji;j j > r, where 2r+1  n. Using p processors, the
system matrix is decomposed into p overlapping blocks, (Ai )i=1:::p , with overlap
s, such that A1  Ap 2 IR(n=p+s=2)n and Ai 2 IR(n=p+s)n for i = 2 : : : p ; 1.
For transparency, we dene the block width of Ai by
 n
+s
1 < i < p
l := np + s  i = 1 p 
(4.6)
p 2
see Figure 4.2. We will assume l + 1 > r, which guarantees that communication
only takes place between neighboring processors. By referring back to Figure 4.1
we see that the parallel computational complexity of the RPSC method has the
form




CRPSC (n r p s) = CLQ + iter Csolve + Ccomm + Cupdate 
where CLQ , Csolve , Ccomm and Cupdate represent the complexities of the LQ
decomposition, the forward solve and multiply phase, the communication and
the update, all taken on the processor with the highest work load. iter stands for
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the number of iterations needed until convergence is reached. The update phase
includes weighting, calculation of both the new iterate and the new residual. The
complexity is measured in ops, i.e. oating point operations. For simplicity an
addition, a subtraction, a multiplication or a square root all count as one op.
On the other hand, we have for the serial complexity




ser (n r p s) p CLQ + p iter Csolve + Cupdate 
CRPSC

since in this case there is no communication. It can be shown that
CLQ = 6 r (2 r + 1) (l ; 2 r) + 3 r2(3 r + 1) + 2 r (2 r ; 1) (r ; 1) ops 
Csolve = (4 r ; 1) l ; 2 r (2 r ; 1) + 6 l r ops
and

Cupdate = 4 l r + 6 r + 5 l + 4 s ops :
In this analysis we assume that the transfer time of a message between two
processors is independent of their physical distance. Let be the startup time
measured in number of oating point operations and the number of oating
point operations executed during the transmission of one oating point number.
Then the common linear model for the transmission time between two processors
for a message of m oating point numbers is given by
+m :
Here the communication complexity takes the form
Ccomm (r s) = 4 + 4 (r + s) ops 

where we have taken into account that when l + 1 > r, processor i needs only
to communicate once with its neighboring processors i ; 2 i ; 1 i + 1 and i + 2
per iteration.
We dene the speedup of the RPSC algorithm by
ser
SRPSC (n r p s) := CCRPSC :
RPSC
After some simplication we get
p
:
SRPSC (n r p s) 
1 + p C14comm
rn
Thus, the speedup increases with p, but it is bounded,
lim S
(n r p s) = C14 r n :
p!1 RPSC
comm
However, if the problem size n increases proportional to the number of processors
p, we see p C14comm
r n = const and so the speedup is proportional to p.
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5 Numerical Experiments.

In this section we report on a number of numerical experiments conducted
on the Intel Paragon XP/S5+ with operating system OSF/1, Release 1.3, at
ETH Zurich. This distributed memory multicomputer has 96 compute nodes
were each node consists of two i860XP RISC processors, the application and
the communication processors. Each node has about 22 MB storage available
for the application making it impossible to run larger problems on a single or
a few processors without swapping data to the slow disk memory. Clearly, disk
usage should be avoided for the sake of eciency. All the computations reported
here are done with a C implementation of the RPSC algorithm using message
passing primitives from Intel's NX library 27]. The codes are run with IEEE
arithmetic and compiled with the compiler switch -O3, making the compiler
do basic scalar and pipelining optimizations where possible. We use a slightly
modied denition of speedup and eciency of base p0
0 ) p0  E (p) := Sp0 (p) 
Sp0 (p) := T (pT(p)
p0
p
where p0 is the minimum number of processors such that the program and data
t into main memory. For p0 = 1, this resumes the standard denition.
As model problem we use the elliptic partial dierential equation
@u + y @u + u = g  (x y) 2 (0 1)  (0 1)
; u +
x @x
(5.1)
@y
with Dirichlet boundary conditions. The dierential equation is discretized over
an n  n grid using centered dierences for the rst and second order derivatives
resulting in a banded linear system of the form A(  )u = g^, with N = n2
unknowns. The parameters and  can be varied to make the problem more
or less dicult to solve. By changing and  we inuence the symmetry and
the deniteness of the system. The right hand side of the system is chosen such
that the solution is the same random vector for all our experiments. We use a
uniform regular block decomposition and take the overlap to be the same for
all blocks, so the work of solving each correction equation is approximately the
same. We consider the following four types of consistent weighting:
1. Ei := m1 I , i = 1 :: : m
(
1  l = k ^ (l 2 J i ^ l 62 J i;1  J i+1 ) 
2. Ei (l k) := 12  l = k ^ (l 2 J i;1 \ J i _ l 2 J i \ J i+1 )  i = 1 :: : m
0  otherwise 
  :: :  1  0: ::  0),
3. E1 := diag( 1: ::  1 +1
+1}
|
{z
1
components j1  :: :  jl11
1  : ::    1 :: :  1  : : : 1  0: ::  0), i = 2 :: :  m ; 1,
Ei := diag(0: : : 0 +1
+1 {z +1
+1}
|
components j1i  : ::  jlii
1  :: :    1: : : 1 )
and Em := diag(0:: :  0 +1
{z
+1
|
}
components j1m : : : jlmm
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1
1 
>
< 1  l = k ^ ((i l) 2 f1g fj1  : : : jl1 ;i 2 g)
i 
4. Ei (l k) := 1  l = k ^ ((i l) 2 f2: : : mm; 1g fj1 +m2 : : : jli ; 2 g) 
>
: 1  l = k ^ ((i l) 2 fmg fj1 + 2 : : : jlm g) 
0  otherwise 
i = 1 :: : m .

Type 1 is the simplest weighting that satises the consistency condition of Definition 2.1 (iii). It weights each vector by m1 and thus the global correction is
the mean of the subspace corrections. By type 2 and type 3 the overlapping
components are halved or multiplied by weights which are uniformly distributed
between zero and one. Furthermore, by type 4 the components corresponding
to half of the overlap of the subspace corrections is set equal to zero. We remark
that by the weighting of type 2, 3 and 4, only the components of the corrections
corresponding to nonzero diagonal elements of Ei's have to be computed.
Table 5.1: Timings of the LQ decomposition and 1 iteration in
seconds for RPSC with dierent types of weighting(w). The problem with N = 90000 is decomposed in 90 blocks with an overlap
of 20.
w
none
1
2
3
4

15
9.26/0.85
9.82/0.81
9.81/0.81
9.81/0.81
9.72/0.81

Number of Processors
18
30
45
7.64/0.66 4.50/0.43 2.93/0.30
8.15/0.69 4.72/0.44 3.05/0.32
8.15/0.68 4.73/0.43 3.04/0.32
8.15/0.68 4.73/0.43 3.04/0.32
8.15/0.69 4.75/0.44 3.05/0.32

90
1.38/0.18
1.41/0.20
1.41/0.20
1.41/0.20
1.41/0.20

Table 5.2: Speedup and eciency of the iterations for RPSC with
dierent types of weighting(w). The problem with N = 90000 is
decomposed in 90 blocks with an overlap of 20.
w
none
1
2
3
4

15
15/1.00
15/1.00
15/1.00
15/1.00
15/1.00

Number of Processors
18
30
45
19.1/1.06 29.4/0.98 42.0/0.93
17.8/0.99 28.6/0.95 40.6/0.90
17.8/0.99 27.9/0.93 37.9/0.84
17.8/0.99 27.9/0.93 37.9/0.84
17.7/0.98 27.4/0.91 37.9/0.84

90
68.9/0.77
72.9/0.80
61.8/0.68
61.8/0.68
61.8/0.69

First we study the scalability of the algorithm when the number of processors
vary. To do so we compare timings for the LQ decompositions and iterations
for dierent weighting and overlap. Each iteration step consists of an update of
the local residual and local solution vectors, a forward solve, multiplication by
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Table 5.3: Timings of the LQ decomposition and 1 iteration in
seconds for RPSC with dierent overlap(ov). The problem with
N = 90000 is decomposed in 90 blocks and weighting of type 3 is
used.
ov
0
2
4
10
20
40
80
120
160
200
280
360

Number of Processors
15
18
30
45
90
9.25/0.78 7.64/0.66 4.49/0.43 2.93/0.31 1.40/0.19
9.26/0.79 7.66/0.66 4.51/0.43 2.95/0.31 1.39/0.19
9.32/0.77 7.70/0.66 4.52/0.43 2.96/0.31 1.40/0.19
9.57/0.81 7.96/0.68 4.59/0.45 3.00/0.32 1.40/0.20
9.80/0.80 8.12/0.68 4.74/0.44 3.05/0.33 1.43/0.20
{
8.45/0.70 4.93/0.45 3.16/0.33 1.44/0.21
{
9.22/0.71 5.34/0.47 3.39/0.35 1.49/0.22
{
9.89/0.73 5.07/0.49 3.63/0.36 1.55/0.23
{
10.58/0.76 6.03/0.51 3.85/0.37 1.59/0.25
{
11.35/0.78 6.48/0.53 4.06/0.40 1.63/0.26
{
{
6.93/0.56 4.26/0.43 1.73/0.29
{
{
7.79/0.59 4.88/0.44 1.84/0.31

Givens rotations and the weighting of the correction, cf. Figure 4.1. The costs
per iteration is measured by performing ten iterations and taking the average.
We use the model problem (5.1) with = 96,  = 0 and N = 90000. In Table
5.1 the costs for the weighting in the RPSC algorithm with 90 blocks and an
overlap of 20 is compared with the costs when no weighting is used. The case
of no weighting resumes the block Cimmino method, see Section 6. Here the
overlap is always zero and thus the LQ decompositions and the iterations are
cheaper to compute. The resulting speedups and eciencies are seen in Table
5.2. Clearly, the costs of the dierent weighting schemes 1 through 4 hardly
dier.
Since even for larger overlaps there are practically no dierence in the costs of
the dierent weighting schemes we will now keep the weighting xed, using type
3, and vary the overlap. In Table 5.3 the costs for dierent overlaps are shown.
Table 5.4 contains the corresponding speedups and eciencies. Computations
where the whole problem did not t into main memory have been omitted. We
see that for our model problem and a xed number of processors fairly large
overlaps are computationally competitive to smaller ones and that by modest
overlaps the RPSC method scales well per iteration.
We will now focus on the numerical convergence properties of the RPSC
method for dierent weighting and overlap. Each test is started with the the
same random vector and is stopped if convergence is not reached after 5000 steps.
As convergence criterion we have chosen ku ; uk k1 < TOL, with u being the
exact solution and T OL = 10;4, which of course is rather unrealistic but serves
well for our experiments. For the rst test we set = 96,  = 0 and N = 10000,
decomposing the problem in ten blocks on ten processors. The results are shown
in Table 5.5. For the second test we consider = 96,  = 0 and N = 90000,
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Table 5.4: Speedup and eciency of the iterations for RPSC with
dierent overlap(ov). The problem with N = 90000 is decomposed in 90 blocks and weighting of type 3 is used.
ov
0
2
4
10
20
40
80
120
160
200
280
360

Number of Processors
15
18
30
45
90
15/1.00 17.7/0.98 27.1/0.90 38.1/0.84 63.2/0.70
15/1.00 17.86/0.99 27.5/0.92 38.6/0.86 63.5/0.71
15/1.00 17.6/0.98 27.0/0.90 37.8/0.84 62.3/0.69
15/1.00 17.7/0.98 27.0/0.90 37.3/0.83 59.6/0.66
15/1.00 17.7/0.98 27.1/0.90 37.0/0.82 60.8/0.68
{
18/1.00 27.7/0.92 37.8/0.84 60.6/0.67
{
18/1.00 27.2/0.91 37.1/0.83 58.8/0.65
{
18/1.00 27.0/0.90 36.8/0.82 56.6/0.63
{
18/1.00 26.7/0.89 36.5/0.81 55.2/0.61
{
18/1.00 26.5/0.88 35.5/0.79 53.5/0.59
{
{
30/1.00 38.8/0.86 58.6/0.65
{
{
30/1.00 40.1/0.89 56.8/0.63

decomposing the problem in ninety blocks on ninety processors. The results are
shown in Table 5.6. Both tests show that the RPSC method with and without overlap is superior to the block Cimmino method that does not converge
within 5000 iterations. This is because the weighting `lters out' less relevant
information in the corrections. Especially, weighting of type 2{4 improves the
convergence signicantly. Note that by increasing the overlap we get faster convergence on the one hand, but increase the computational complexity for the
LQ decomposition and each iteration on the other hand. Therefore, the overall
computing time decreases until a break point, which signals a `balance' between
convergence rate and oating point operations. By the appropriate combination
of overlap and weighting time gains around 20{40% can be achieved.
We nish this section by a comparison of the RPSC method and the singlewidth separator approach (SWS). The SWS is a parallel direct method designed
for banded matrices, see 16] or 2]. Briey, the SWS performs in parallel a
block LU decomposition of the permuted original system reducing it to a block
tridiagonal system of order (p ; 1)k where k is the block size and p is the number
of processors. This reduced system is solved by block cyclic reduction. While
cyclic reduction is not perfectly parallelizable, the subsequent back substitution
is. Arbenz and Gander 2] assume the system matrix to be diagonally dominant
implying that the factorization can be achieved without pivoting. By taking
  2 n this is assured for the model problem (5.1). They concluded that the
SWS is eective for very narrow banded matrices but does not scale so well. The
comparison for = 96,  = 19200 and N = 10000 is shown in Figure 5.1 (a),
whereas for = 96,  = 57600 and N = 90000 it is presented in Figure 5.1 (b).
For both measurements we used RPSC with weighting of type 4, T OL = 10;8
and decomposed the problem such that each processor handled one block. For
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Table 5.5: Number of iterations and time in seconds needed for convergence of the RPSC method for dierent weighting(w) and overlap. The
problem with N = 10000 is decomposed in 10 blocks on 10 processors.
Overlap
w
0
2
4
10
none >5000
{
{
{
1
>5000
>5000
>5000
>5000
2
782/61.2 782/61.3 780/61.2 765/60.9
3
782/61.2 782/61.3 780/61.2 767/61.1
4
782/61.2 782/61.3 780/61.2 769/61.2
Overlap
w
120
160
200
240
1
>5000
>5000
>5000
>5000
2
475/47.7 454/52.9 390/48.8 335/46.4
3
481/48.2 405/48.6 319/42.5 268/40.2
4
578/55.8 460/53.2 278/38.7 245/37.9

20
40
80
{
{
{
>5000
>5000
>5000
727/59.5 596/51.0 524/47.9
728/59.6 612/52.1 548/49.7
732/59.8 627/53.1 597/53.3
280
320
360
>5000
>5000
>5000
341/46.9 355/52.5 361/60.5
263/39.4 262/43.1 238/47.1
253/38.3 262/42.9 218/44.7

this diagonally dominant case RPSC converges rather quickly and due to the
large bandwidth in our model problem it is competitive with the SWS method.
Diagonal dominance and high bandwidth favors the iterative solver, in particular if the band is sparsely populated as in this test case. However, for more
general cases it sometimes needs many iterations to reach desired convergence.
In such situations, the RPSC method will have to be accelerated by some extrapolation techniques or by combining it with some other e.g. CG-type iterative
process 18].
Thanks to its good scaling behavior, the RPSC method seems to be a good
candidate for a successful parallel preconditioner.

6 Related Work.

If the overlap in the RPSC method is chosen to be zero one obtains various
types of the Cimmino projection method. With the system matrix decomposed
into single rows we have the Cimmino method as originally proposed by Cimmino, see 9] and 32], in 1939. Later, non-overlapping block versions have been
studied by Elfving 11], Ruiz 29], Arioli et al. 19] and Bramley and Sameh 7]
in combination with conjugate gradient acceleration. These approaches diers
mainly in the computation of the orthogonal projections as discussed in Section
4.1 and in the partitioning of the system matrix by using dierent subspace
decompositions. Zilli 40] calculates the projections iteratively in the blockCimmino method with the LSQR algorithm 24], which is based upon the Lanczos process, but does not achieve a better degree of accuracy for his test problems
than a relative error of about 10;3 due to stagnation.
The RSSC method is basically the same as the PSH method (Projektion auf
Schnittraume von Hyperebenen), 25], 30] and 31], and both become the Kaczmarz algorithm, introduced 1937 by Kaczmarz 17], for the single row case and
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Table 5.6: Number of iterations and time in seconds needed for convergence of the RPSC method for dierent weighting(w) and overlap. The
problem with N = 90000 is decomposed in 90 blocks on 90 processors.
Overlap
w
0
40
80
none
>5000
{
{
2
3913/616.9 4371/712.1 3414/560.6
3
3913/616.9 4352/708.6 3402/558.6
4
3913/616.9 4339/706.6 3334/546.9
Overlap
w
160
200
280
2
3085/521.0 2865/490.8 3232/568.6
3
3026/511.4 2938/503.1 3145/553.3
4
2955/498.0 3217/549.1 3211/563.2

120
{
3135/531.0
3053/510.0
3251/542.0
360
3002/542.2
2820/509.6
2738/490.5

the block Kaczmarz projection method or its symmetrized version, block-SSOR,
11] and 7], for the non-overlapping block case. In 7], Bramley and Sameh
also introduce the V-RP method which show computational advantage over the
block-Kaczmarz method by using fewer matrix-vector operations. Benzi and
Meyer 3] present a direct method that uses a Kaczmarz type scheme, which
for some problems in chemical kinetics shows to be superior to standard sparse
factorization techniques.
The CSSC algorithm is connected to the SPA method (Spaltenapproximation)
introduced by Albrand, 1], and studied by Maess, 20], and by Schott, 30]
and 31]. For the single column case these methods become the De la Garza
algorithm, 21].
We remark that these types of algorithms can also be extended to inconsistent
linear equations, i.e. systems where b 2= R(A) and A 2 IRnm , for the computation of generalized inverse solutions, see for example 33], 34], 25], 26], 11],
6] as well as 4]. For connections with the multisplitting method we refer to the
references already given in Section 2.3.

7 Summary.

The theory of subspace correction introduced by Xu 38] for a unied treatment of a large class of iterative methods for the solution of symmetric positive
denite linear systems was extended to the general nonsingular case. This was
done by restricting the linear system to a nite set of intersecting subspaces,
the union of which covers the original vector space. For solving the arising subsystems for the corrections, either in parallel or in succession, two very general
algorithms were proposed, the *PSC and the *SSC methods. In the studied realizations, the underlying vector space was decomposed such that the subsystems
became overlapping row or column blocks of the system matrix. Thereby, the
usage of dierent weighting and overlap was incorporated to give good possibil-
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Figure 5.1: Comparison of RPSC and SWS for the model problem. In (a) = 96,
 = 19200 and N = 10000, whereas in (b) = 96,  = 57600 and N = 90000.
ities of balancing the work load for parallel computations as well as improving
the convergence rate. First, the convergence of the RSSC and CSSC methods
was proved. Then, we proved the convergence of RPSC and CPSC, for a weighting corresponding to a component-wise mean of the subspace corrections. In
the numerical experiments we focused on the RPSC method due to its natural
parallelism. This method was shown to scale well on the Paragon XP/S5+, a
distributed memory architecture. The convergence as well as the overall computational time were improved signicantly by using weighting in combination
with overlap. For diagonally dominant systems the RPSC has good convergence
and for our test problem it was shown to be competitive with a direct solver,
the single-width separator algorithm.
However, as a stationary method, RPSC in some cases needs too many iterations to achieve convergence. Therefore, it will be important to consider
acceleration techniques or to combine the RPSC method with some other iterative process. We believe that these methods are potential preconditioners in
parallel environments for standard iterative methods.
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